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The Yale Hindi Debate is a one-of-its-kind, national-level, annual Hindi debate competition that has grown exponentially over the 
past eight years, from an ambitious venture into an intellectual, cultural, and social institution. The debate was established as a Yale-
only event in 2008 and now sees participation from faculty and students from USA’s preeminent schools, including Yale, Harvard, 

Princeton, Columbia, the University of Pennsylvania, NYU, Cornell, UCLA, Wesleyan, Rutgers, the University of Texas at Austin, and 
Wellesley College. 

YHD 2015 | 17th April | 5pm, Luce Hall, 34 Hillhouse Avenue | Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA 

A “Comfort Sheet” for Students 
We have designed the debate specifically with the aim of preventing a fear of public speaking and a lack 

of proficiency in Hindi from standing in the way.  
Students – hesitant at first to take the stage – have consistently and unanimously found the debate to be a low-investment 

high-returns experience: enriching, easy, and enjoyable. 

Are you scared of public speaking? Not an issue… 

• Each speaker presents his or her own speech, which he or she has prepared in advance.  

• The speaker is allowed to consult notes, and even resort to casual, conversational Hindi (and the occasional 
Hinglish!).  

• The speaker speaks uninterrupted, for 3 minutes.  

• Finally, after the speaker finishes his or her speech, an audience-member asks the speaker one question based on 
the speaker’s speech, and no cross questioning is permitted – giving the speaker the last word. 

Debating doesn’t get any friendlier than this! 

Is your Hindi rusty? Not an issue… 

For the purposes of judging, there will be four distinct categories of speakers, and each speaker will compete only within 
his/her category; we want people with varying levels of proficiency to participate. 

• Category 1: Non-Native Non-Heritage Undergraduate Speakers 

• Category 2: Non-Native Heritage Undergraduate Speakers 

• Category 3: Non-Native Non-Heritage & Heritage Graduate Speakers 

• Category 4: Native Undergraduate and Graduate Speakers 

This isn’t a test of how good your Hindi is! 

Prizes 
Best Speaker, Non Heritage, Undergraduate 

Second Best Speaker, Non Heritage, Undergraduate 
Best Speaker, Heritage, Undergraduate 

Second Best Speaker, Heritage, Undergraduate 
Best Speaker, Non Native, Graduate 

Second Best Speaker, Non Native, Graduate 
Best Speaker, Native 

Second Best Speaker, Native 
Best Interjector 

More Information 
Contact: YHD President: Akhil Sud, Yale College ’16; akhil.sud@yale.edu 

Explore: yalehindidebate.org 



The Rules 
Each speaker will present his/her speech in Hindi and then answer, in Hindi, one question from the audience. The speaker 

will be judged on the following criteria, and will be awarded marks out of 30.  

Interpretation of the Motion (2 marks): The speaker should interpret the motion in a holistic fashion, taking into 
consideration all key facets while crafting his/her arguments. 

Logical Presentation of Argument (5 marks): The speaker should be able to convince the House with regard to the 
validity of his/her stand using logical, structured ideas. 

Evidence (2 marks): The speaker should support his/her argument with examples / facts wherever suitable. 

Rebuttal of Opponents’ Ideas (3 marks): The speaker should anticipate and refute the ideas of his/her opponents, 
thereby crafting a well rounded and watertight argument. 

Stance and Gestures (3 marks): The speaker should adhere to the formal/ethnic dress code for the debate, appear 
alert and confident, and refrain from leaning on the lectern or using overly distracting gestures. 

Address and Format (2 marks): The speaker should engage in the correct use of the conventions and forms of 
address, should be penalized for rude, personal remarks, and must not address either an opponent or the interjector by 
name. 

Elocution / Diction / Fluency (4 marks): Clear diction, correct pronunciation, minimal hesitation, minimal reading, 
and a well modulated, expressive voice are the criteria. The speaker should be judged relative only to the other speakers in 
his/her category.  

Time limit (1 mark): The speaker will speak for 3 minutes. A warning bell will be rung after 2½ minutes, and a final 
bell will be rung after the third minute. 

• Under or exceeding the prescribed time by less than 1 minute: 1/1 in ‘Time Limit’. 

• Under or exceeding the prescribed time by more than 1 minute but less than 2 minutes: 0/1 in ‘Time Limit’. 

• Under or exceeding the prescribed time by more than 2 minutes: 0/1 in ‘Time Limit’ & 0/4 in ‘Miscellaneous’ 

Rebuttal of Interjection (4 marks):  The speaker should be able to answer the interjector’s question confidently, 
effectively, and without compromising the validity of his/her argument. In the absence of any questions from the 
audience, the speaker should be allotted full marks for having ‘floored’ the House. 

Miscellaneous (4 marks): An overall impression of the speaker’s performance as a debater should be judged. If the 
speaker reads the entire debate, he/she will receive 0/4 in ‘Miscellaneous’. 

Regarding the Best Interjector Prize: This will be based on the single best question of the day. The judges will note 
the name of the interjector (who is required to announce it before he/she asks the question), and mark the question out of 
5. Note: cross questioning is not allowed. 
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Just to re-iterate... 

If you’re hesitant to participate – maybe because you’ve had no experience with public 

speaking or debating, or maybe because your Hindi isn’t great – DON’T LET THAT 

STOP YOU. YHD is designed to take that into account; we want people who are 

curious to explore the Hindi language and excited to express ideas – you do not need to 

be an expert in either debating or Hindi. Please contact us if you’d like to have a more 

detailed chat about this – we’re more than happy to talk! 


